GENERAL INFORMATION

The 360° LED Beacon Light has 6 Luminator LEDs and a self-contained flasher with 5 flash patterns including random. To change flash pattern, momentarily apply +12v to the white wire. Each time +12v is momentarily applied to the white wire, the flash pattern will change.

FLASH PATTERNS


INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Choose a location to mount the LED Beacon, keeping in mind the airbag deployment area and any other obstacles. Mount the LED Beacon, connect the Black wire to Ground, the Red wire to Positive +12V. (Fuse at 3 amp) and the White wire to Momentary Positive +12V.

Pipe Mount

Connect to a 1" Pipe (Not Included).

Stud Mount

Aluminum Base with a Stud Mount.

Red wire Positive Black wire Ground White wire Mode

Red wire Positive Black wire Ground White wire Mode

Pipe Not Included
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